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Motivation 

 
Object-oriented methodology is becoming popular in the development of present day software[1]. It 
provides a clear modular structure for programs which makes it good for defining abstract data types 
where implementation details are hidden and the unit has a clearly defined interface [2]. In addition to 
this, it has many useful features like inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism, etc. that distinguish it 
from traditional programming methodologies. However, the object-oriented approach is known to 
introduce a significant performance penalty compared to classical procedural programming[4]. There are 
several concerns on slow execution[5].Developers in some engineering fields have been reluctant to 
embrace object-oriented languages due to the high abstraction penalties they incur at runtime[3]. In our 
project we want to utilize the performance analysis methods we learned to analyze and measure these 
penalties, and try to suggest solutions as a future research. 

 
Scope of the project 

 
- We would like to examine the performance costs of some aspects of object oriented design, in 

particular those aspects of object oriented design that might be considered overhead. 
- We would like to learn about the performance costs of: 

 
(a) Object construction 
(b) Object destruction 
(c) Method invocation 

 
Approach 
 

- Team members: 
The team members, in alphabetical order by last name, are: 

 
- Abdurrahman Arikan 
- Tim April 
- Therese Smith 
- Sherif Tolba 

 

- Who does what for the project: 
 
 



Item Abdurrahman 
Arikan 
 

Tim April Therese 
Smith 

Sherif Tolba 

(0) Develop concepts and definitions 
providing the basis of the project 

   Written 

(1) Write or obtain a test harness, 
with which we can control the 
object construction, destruction, 
method invocations. 

 

 Written   

(2) Write a class or classes that will 
be constructed, destroyed, and 
whose methods can be invoked.  

 

 Written   

(3) Compile the class or classes we 
write, and disassemble the 
resulting binary, so that we 
obtain an assembly code version 

 

 

Compiled. 
Assembly 
language 

produced. 

 
Commented, 

exercised 

(4) Prepare CSM and DFM for the 
code 

x    

(5) Use a list of times for execution 
for individual assembly language 
instructions for x86 architecture 

 
 

Several 
versions of 
assembly 
language 
timings 
found. 

Several 
versions of 
assembly 
language 
timings 
found. 

Utilized in 
writing the 

program for 
the second 
approach 

(6) Estimate the time we think the 
code should take 

 
  

Estimated 
for 

constructor 
X 

(7) Measure the time with the test 
harness (with system calls 
reading the clock) 

 

 Measured  Measured  

(8) Compare the estimates with the 
measurements 

 
x X Compared x 

 

Management plan (who is in charge when) 
 

End 10/29: Therese Smith 
End 11/5:  Abdurrahman Arikan 
End 11/12: Tim April 
End 11/19: Sherif Tolba 
End 11/26: Therese Smith 
End 12/3:  Abdurrahman Arikan 
End 12/8:  Tim April 



Methods Used and Proposed 

 
The methods used, and those we propose to use include: 

(0) Documenting the concepts with which we have been working with careful definitions to which 
we agree. 

(1) One test harness has been written and employed, with which we can control the object 
construction, destruction, method invocations, and measure the number of clocks utilized in 
these activities. 

(2)  Code has been written that causes classes to be constructed, destroyed, and whose methods 
can be invoked. We wrote this class ourselves so that we control how complicated it is, and 
what it contains for code. In particular, these classes do not use malloc so as to avoid interaction 
with the operating system for memory management. 
a. additional comments on this code are planned, to make clear the connection between the 
concepts with which we have been working, and the implementation 

(3) Compilation of the code working with the classes, and disassembly to the resulting binary, has 
been carried out, so that we have an assembly code version 

(4) We have obtained multiple lists of execution times for individual assembly language instructions 
for x86 architecture; some from the vendor of the processor, others from people making several 
kinds of measurements. We intend to apply these lists to the assembly code, to obtain some 
estimates for execution time for the assembly language. 

(5) Two methods have been applied to estimate the time we think the code should take 
a. We anticipate that due to pipelining, and superscalar processing, and the ability of the 
microarchitecture to process more than one instruction in parallel depending upon what parts 
of the microarchitecture are needed by the instructions, that our estimates obtained by adding 
individual latencies of individual assembly language instructions might be larger than the times 
obtained by measuring the elapsed clock ticks 

(6) Measurements of cycles have been made with the test harness (with system calls reading the 
clock tick counter) 

(7) A comparisonof the estimates with the measurements has been made, and is an overestimate 
as we expected. Not all of the overestimate has been explained. 

 
 

  



Time Frame 

 

 
 

End 10/29 End 
11/5 

End 11/12 End 11/19 End 11/26 End 12/3 End 12/8 

 Research 
and 
Proposal 

 Code 
Implementation 
and testing, 
Preliminary report 
due 

Assembly code 
analysis 

Compare 
theory and 
implementation 

Final 
write up 

Final report 
including 
complete 
study and 
findings due 

Abdurrahman 
Arikan 
 

       

Tim April    Will work with 
Sherif on 
pipelining 
analysis 

   

Therese 
Smith 

Draft plan, 
look into 
some 
tools 

 Obtain some 
sources of 
instruction clocks, 
latencies 

1. Prepare an 
extract of 
instruction 
latencies from 
Intel manual 
appendix C. 
2. Read 
reference 4 for 
ideas about 
performance 
improvement. 

   

Sherif Tolba Search the 
literature 
& 
Get 
references 

  Will work with 
instruction 
latencies and 
MATLAB. 
Will work with 
Tim on 
pipelining 
analysis 

 Create 
the 
project 
documen
tation 

 

 

  



Concepts we have been using, with definitions and relevance to our project 

 
Class  
 
An abstract program construct that has an ‘interface’ that allows interaction with the class, a ‘structure’ 
that encapsulates a ‘state’ (of the instances taken from it called ‘objects’, using data place holders called 
‘attributes’), and a ‘behavior’ (described by the methods it contains)[6-12]. 
 
Constructor 
 
An operation, by a class member function, that initializes a newly created instance of a 
Class[6]. The purpose of the constructor is to initialize all member variables when an object of this class is 
created[20]. 
 
Constructor equivalent 
 
It is a piece of code that simulates the constructor’s function. It produces a new object of the class/type 
specified, that is, the memory containing the attributes, but without utilizing the run-time support 
provided by the C++ programming language. 
 
Copy Constructor 

A copy constructor is a special constructor in the C++programming language used to create a new object 
as a copy of an existing object. The first argument of such a constructor is a reference to an object of the 
same type as is being constructed (const or non-const), which might be followed by parameters of any 
type (all having default values). 

Normally the compiler automatically creates a copy constructor for each class (known as an implicit copy 
constructor) but for special cases the programmer creates the copy constructor, known as an explicit 
copy constructor. In such cases, the compiler does not create one. 

An explicit copy constructor is generally needed when an object owns pointers or non-shareable 
references, such as to a file, in which case a destructor and an assignment operator should also be 
written[26] 

 
Copy constructor equivalent 
 
It is a piece of code that simulates the copy constructor’s function. It produces a new object that is a 
copy of the object specified, that is, the memory containing the attributes, but without utilizing the run-
time support provided by the C++ programming language. 
   
 
Destructor 
 
An operation that cleans up an existing instance of a class that is no longer needed. Overhead from 
using C++ utilities (for copy construction, etc.)[6]. 



 
Clock speed  
 
Also called clock rate or frequency of the microprocessor, is the number cycles per unit time of the 
processor. It is measured in MHz and GHz. It represents the number basic operations the CPU can 
perform per unit time. It is determined by the frequency of the crystal[13-16]. 
 
Throttling of clock speed 
 
Throttling of the clock is reducing the frequency or duty cycle of the clock, for the purposes of power or 
heat reduction[17][18]. 
 
Clock ticks (or clock cycles) 
 
A clock tick is the smallest unit of time recognized by the main system clock, which runs at 66 MHz. This 
means that there are 66 million clock ticks (or cycles) per second[19].  
 
Context switch (also process switch or a task switch) 
 
A context switch is the switching of the CPU from one process or thread to another.It is a computing 
process of storing and restoring the state (context) of a CPU such that multiple processes can share a 
single CPU resource. A context switch can mean a register context switch, a task context switch, a thread 
context switch, or a process context switch[21][22]. 
 
CSV mode (as opposed to direct output mode) 
 
Comma-separated-values (CSV) is a kind of text output that can be read by several programs, usually 
including Microsoft Excel. 
 
Cycle counter function (system call used by the code) 
 
RDTSC is, according to the Intel manual “Intel-64 and IA-32 Architectures Optimization Reference 
Manual”, an instruction in the general purpose class, a system primitive, which performs the function of 
reading a counter of processor clock ticks. By reading the count before and after a set of operations, the 
number of clock ticks occurring during that set can be determined.[27] 
 
Pipelining 
 
Pipelining is an implementation technique where multiple instructions are overlapped in execution[23]. 
 
Processor cycle 
 
The basic operation performed by the CPU. It consists of a sequence of three steps that is performed 
continuously and at a rate of millions per second. They are: fetch, decode and execute for each 
instruction. There is a fourth step, store which is not usually mentioned[25]. 
 
Runtime dispatching 
 



Although the compiler can determine whether or not an invocation is type-safe, it cannot necessarily 
determine exactly what code will execute. In particular, for a method call the compiler usually knows 
only the apparent type of the object from which the method is being selected, and not its actual type; 
the code to be executed is determined by the object's actual type, and the particular implementation 
used for that type. Therefore a method invocation may involve a runtime dispatch. [28] 
 
Speculative execution 
the execution of code, the result of which may not be needed. The code is executed sooner than the 
need for it has been determined. If the results are not needed they are not used. 
 
 
Superscalar architecture 
 
A superscalar processor executes more than one instruction during a clock cycle by simultaneously 
dispatching multiple instructions to redundant functional units on the processor[24]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Organization of the code 

 
 

 
The code is organized into sections. The first section determines the number of cycles to perform the 
determination of elapsed time. Other sections determine the number of cycles to perform the 
equivalent of constructing an object, the number of cycles to use the constructor function, the number 
of cycles to perform the equivalent of a copy constructor, the number of cycles to use the copy 
constructor function, the number of cycles to use the destructor function.  
 
The C++ top level implementation looks like: 
 
int main() { 

 

 run_rdtsc_test(); 

 

 run_constructor_equiv_test(); 

 

 run_constructor_test(); 

 

 run_copy_constructor_equiv_test(); 

 



 run_copy_constructor_test(); 

 

 run_destructor_test(); 

} 

 
A discussion of each of these sections follows: 
 
Elapsed cycles used to measure elapsed cycles 
 
There is a counter of elapsed clock cycles. By reading this counter before and after an operation, and 
subtracting the earlier value from the later value, (allowing for roll-over) the clock ticks used while the 
operation occurred can be determined.  
 
This measurement process, of course, uses clock ticks itself. The ticks used for measurement should be 
subtracted from the ticks used in an operation, to obtain the ticks specific to the operation being 
measured. 
 
Elapsed cycles used to perform equivalent of constructing an object 
The calls to rdtsc, and the comments “start” and “end” bracket the code whose elapsed cycles are being 
measured. 
i = 0; 

 while (i < NUM_RUNS) { 

  constructor_equiv_test_start_times[i] = rdtsc(); 

  /** START TEST CODE **/ 

 

  testFloat1 = 1.23456 + i; 

  testFloat2 = 2.34567 + i; 

  testInt1 = 8; 

  testInt2 = 9; 

  testString1[0] = 'a'; 

  testString1[1] = 0; 

  testString2[0] = 'b'; 

  testString2[1] = 0; 

 

  /** END TEST CODE **/ 

  constructor_equiv_test_end_times[i] = rdtsc(); 

  constructor_equiv_test_elapsed_times[i] = 

constructor_equiv_test_end_times[i] 

    - constructor_equiv_test_start_times[i]; 

 

  testFloat1 = 0; 

  testFloat2 = 0; 

  testInt1 = 1; 

  testInt2 = 1; 

  testString1[0] = 0; 

  testString1[1] = 45; 

  testString2[0] = 0; 

  testString2[1] = 45; 

 

  i++; 

 } 

The while loop is running as a for loop, having a known number of executions. The for loop has been 
coded as a while loop to prevent optimization by the compiler. 



 
 
Elapsed cycles used to perform invoking a constructor 
 
After obtaining the starting number of clock ticks, but before obtaining the final number of clock ticks, a 
call to the system’s code, for using a constructor is made. The constructor itself is supplied in our code, 
and is invoked by the system. 
 
Elapsed cycles used to perform equivalent of a copy constructor 
 
After obtaining the starting number of clock ticks, but before obtaining the final number of clock ticks, a 
copy constructor is executed. This copy constructor is supplied in our code. 
 
 
Elapsed cycles used to perform invoking a copy constructor 
 
After obtaining the starting number of clock ticks, but before obtaining the final number of clock ticks, a 
call to the system’s code, for using a copy constructor is made. The copy constructor itself is supplied in 
our code, and is invoked by the system. 
 
 
Elapsed cycles used to perform destructor 
 
A system call is made to invoke a destructor of a class. 
 

  



Assembly Language 

The assembly language produced by the C++ code is shown below, for the example of the equivalent of 
a constructor of an object. 
 
i = 0; 

  400e32: c7 85 dc f7 ff ff 00  movl   $0x0,-0x824(%rbp) 

  400e39: 00 0000 

 while (i< NUM_RUNS) { 

  400e3c: e9 23 01 00 00 jmpq   400f64 

<_Z26run_constructor_equiv_testv+0x168> 

  constructor_equiv_test_start_times[i] = rdtsc(); 

  400e41: 8b 9d dc f7 ff ff mov    -0x824(%rbp),%ebx 

  400e47: e8 78 fe ff ff callq  400cc4<_Z5rdtscv> 

  400e4c: 48 89 c2              mov    %rax,%rdx 

  400e4f: 48 63 c3              movslq %ebx,%rax 

  400e52: 48 89 94 c5 a0 f7 ff  mov    %rdx,-0x860(%rbp,%rax,8) 

  400e59: ff  

  /** START TEST CODE **/ 

 

  testFloat1 = 1.23456 + i; 

  400e5a: f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff  cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

  400e61: ff  

  400e62: f2 0f 10 05 ce 10 00  movsd  0x10ce(%rip),%xmm0        # 

401f38 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x188> 

  400e69: 00  

  400e6a: f2 0f 58 c1           addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

  400e6e: f2 0f 5a c0           cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

  400e72: f3 0f 11 85 d8 f7 ff  movss  %xmm0,-0x828(%rbp) 

  400e79: ff  

  testFloat2 = 2.34567 + i; 

  400e7a: f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff  cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

  400e81: ff  

  400e82: f2 0f 10 05 b6 10 00  movsd  0x10b6(%rip),%xmm0        # 

401f40 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x190> 

  400e89: 00  

  400e8a: f2 0f 58 c1           addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

  400e8e: f2 0f 5a c0           cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

  400e92: f3 0f 11 85 d4 f7 ff  movss  %xmm0,-0x82c(%rbp) 

  400e99: ff  

  testInt1 = 8; 

  400e9a: c7 85 d0 f7 ff ff 08  movl   $0x8,-0x830(%rbp) 

  400ea1: 00 0000 

  testInt2 = 9; 

  400ea4: c7 85 cc f7 ff ff 09  movl   $0x9,-0x834(%rbp) 

  400eab: 00 0000 

  testString1[0] = 'a'; 

  400eae: c6 85 e0 fb ff ff 61  movb   $0x61,-0x420(%rbp) 

  testString1[1] = 0; 

  400eb5: c6 85 e1 fb ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x41f(%rbp) 

  testString2[0] = 'b'; 

  400ebc: c6 85 e0 f7 ff ff 62  movb   $0x62,-0x820(%rbp) 

  testString2[1] = 0; 

  400ec3: c6 85 e1 f7 ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x81f(%rbp) 

 

  /** END TEST CODE **/ 

  constructor_equiv_test_end_times[i] = rdtsc(); 



  400eca: 8b 9d dc f7 ff ff mov    -0x824(%rbp),%ebx 

  400ed0: e8 effd ff ff callq  400cc4<_Z5rdtscv> 

  400ed5: 48 89 c2              mov    %rax,%rdx 

  400ed8: 48 63 c3              movslq %ebx,%rax 

  400edb: 48 89 94 c5 70 f7 ff  mov    %rdx,-0x890(%rbp,%rax,8) 

  400ee2: ff  

  constructor_equiv_test_elapsed_times[i] = 

constructor_equiv_test_end_times[i] 

    - constructor_equiv_test_start_times[i]; 

  400ee3: 8b 8d dc f7 ff ff mov    -0x824(%rbp),%ecx 

  400ee9: 8b 85 dc f7 ff ff mov    -0x824(%rbp),%eax 

  400eef: 48 98                 cltq 

  400ef1: 48 8b 94 c5 70 f7 ff  mov    -0x890(%rbp,%rax,8),%rdx 

  400ef8: ff  

  400ef9: 8b 85 dc f7 ff ff mov    -0x824(%rbp),%eax 

  400eff: 48 98                 cltq 

  400f01: 48 8b 84 c5 a0 f7 ff  mov    -0x860(%rbp,%rax,8),%rax 

  400f08: ff  

  400f09: 48 29 c2              sub    %rax,%rdx 

  400f0c: 48 63 c1              movslq %ecx,%rax 

  400f0f: 48 89 94 c5 40 f7 ff  mov    %rdx,-0x8c0(%rbp,%rax,8) 

  400f16: ff  

 

  testFloat1 = 0; 

  400f17: b8 00 000000 mov    $0x0,%eax 

  400f1c: 89 85 d8 f7 ff ff mov    %eax,-0x828(%rbp) 

  testFloat2 = 0; 

  400f22: b8 00 000000 mov    $0x0,%eax 

  400f27: 89 85 d4 f7 ff ff mov    %eax,-0x82c(%rbp) 

  testInt1 = 1; 

  400f2d: c7 85 d0 f7 ff ff 01  movl   $0x1,-0x830(%rbp) 

  400f34: 00 0000 

  testInt2 = 1; 

  400f37: c7 85 cc f7 ff ff 01  movl   $0x1,-0x834(%rbp) 

  400f3e: 00 0000 

  testString1[0] = 0; 

  400f41: c6 85 e0 fb ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x420(%rbp) 

  testString1[1] = 45; 

  400f48: c6 85 e1 fb ff ff 2d  movb   $0x2d,-0x41f(%rbp) 

  testString2[0] = 0; 

  400f4f: c6 85 e0 f7 ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x820(%rbp) 

  testString2[1] = 45; 

  400f56: c6 85 e1 f7 ff ff 2d  movb   $0x2d,-0x81f(%rbp) 

 

  i++; 

  400f5d: 83 85 dc f7 ff ff 01  addl   $0x1,-0x824(%rbp) 

 

 
The technique is, to process the assembly code, for the part of the code whose elapsed cycles are being 
measured, namely 
 
/** START TEST CODE **/ 

 

  testFloat1 = 1.23456 + i; 

  400e5a: f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff  cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

  400e61: ff  



  400e62: f2 0f 10 05 ce 10 00  movsd  0x10ce(%rip),%xmm0        # 

401f38 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x188> 

  400e69: 00  

  400e6a: f2 0f 58 c1           addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

  400e6e: f2 0f 5a c0           cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

  400e72: f3 0f 11 85 d8 f7 ff  movss  %xmm0,-0x828(%rbp) 

  400e79: ff  

  testFloat2 = 2.34567 + i; 

  400e7a: f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff  cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

  400e81: ff  

  400e82: f2 0f 10 05 b6 10 00  movsd  0x10b6(%rip),%xmm0        # 

401f40 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x190> 

  400e89: 00  

  400e8a: f2 0f 58 c1           addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

  400e8e: f2 0f 5a c0           cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

  400e92: f3 0f 11 85 d4 f7 ff  movss  %xmm0,-0x82c(%rbp) 

  400e99: ff  

  testInt1 = 8; 

  400e9a: c7 85 d0 f7 ff ff 08  movl   $0x8,-0x830(%rbp) 

  400ea1: 00 0000 

  testInt2 = 9; 

  400ea4: c7 85 cc f7 ff ff 09  movl   $0x9,-0x834(%rbp) 

  400eab: 00 0000 

  testString1[0] = 'a'; 

  400eae: c6 85 e0 fb ff ff 61  movb   $0x61,-0x420(%rbp) 

  testString1[1] = 0; 

  400eb5: c6 85 e1 fb ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x41f(%rbp) 

  testString2[0] = 'b'; 

  400ebc: c6 85 e0 f7 ff ff 62  movb   $0x62,-0x820(%rbp) 

  testString2[1] = 0; 

  400ec3: c6 85 e1 f7 ff ff 00  movb   $0x0,-0x81f(%rbp) 

 

  /** END TEST CODE **/ 

 

Using each assembly language instruction, of which the first isf2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff ff, the technique is to 
obtain the number of clock cycles for that instruction. The technique to accumulate these clock cycles. 
Because the clock time per clock tick or cycle is not necessarily constant, our technique estimates the 
resulting time. The estimate uses a plausible value of the time per clock tick. 
 

What is being compared 

In one case, direct use of the system supplied call to the constructor and to the copy constructor, and to 
the destructor is used. 
 
In the other case, which is called equivalent, that local code which was invoked by the system call was 
retained in the main application, however, instead of utilizing the far call in the system supplied code, 
whose job it is to invoke the near code in the methods of the constructor, and copy constructor, 
respectively, the near code was executed directly. 
 
These results were obtained for four levels of optimization (called levels 0 

through 3). The differences in compiler behavior for the different 

optimization levels is shown at 

http://www.linuxjournal.com/files/linuxjournal.com/linuxjournal/articles/072/

7269/7269t1.png 

 



 

Initial Results 

 
 
 
Activity Clocks consumed Comment 

Overhead for the clock ticks 
acquisition 

39  

Constructor equivalent 52  

Constructor 494 Difference is 442 clock ticks. 

Copy constructor equivalent 52  

Copy constructor 520 Difference is 468 clock ticks. 

Destructor 52  

   

 

Results 

 
What was the level of optimization: 0 

RDTSC Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 44.026545 

STD: 6.387020 

STD Range 37.639525 - 50.413565 

 

Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 50.300900 

STD: 5.696859 

STD Range 44.604041 - 55.997759 

 

Constructor Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 457.062006 

STD: 4.820021 

STD Range 452.241985 - 461.882027 

 

Copy Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 49.060700 

STD: 5.621617 

STD Range 43.439083 - 54.682317 

 

Copy Constructor Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 752.203041 

STD: 44.030941 

STD Range 708.172099 - 796.233982 

 

Destructor Data at Opt Level 0 

Mean: 50.078600 

STD: 4.643165 

STD Range 45.435435 - 54.721765 

 



 
The measurement of elapsed ticks consumes clock ticks. It is useful to know 

the impact of the measurement approach upon the data being measured. 

 



 
The system supported constructor invokes the user supplied constructor. 

 

 

 



 
 

Avoiding system support for the constructor, merely carrying out the 

constructor, shows that the system support consumed a large share of the 

ticks to execute the constructor. 

 

 

 



 
 

Using system support for the copy constructor, above, can be compared with 

merely carrying out the copy constructor code, as shown below: 

 



 
 

A measurement was also carried out for the destructor. 

 



 
 

 

What was the level of optimization: 1 

RDTSC Data at Opt Level 1 

Mean: 38.022037 

STD: 3.429035 

STD Range 34.593003 - 41.451072 

 

Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 1 

Mean: 36.995400 

STD: 4.698658 

STD Range 32.296742 - 41.694058 

 

Constructor Data at Opt Level 1 

Mean: 441.016512 

STD: 9.571694 

STD Range 431.444818 - 450.588205 

 

Copy Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 1 

Mean: 37.984700 

STD: 3.550877 

STD Range 34.433823 - 41.535577 

 

Copy Constructor Data at Opt Level 1 

Mean: 701.104031 

STD: 7.414349 

STD Range 693.689682 - 708.518380 

 

Destructor Data at Opt Level 1 



Mean: 46.881900 

STD: 6.354384 

STD Range 40.527516 - 53.236284 

 

 

 

 
 

At optimization level 1, the clock ticks used for the measurement are fewer, 

and the standard deviation is also reduced, compared with level 0. 

 



 
 

Compared with the 0 level of optimization, the system-assisted constructor 

takes fewer ticks, on the order of 10%, but the standard deviation has 

increased. 

 



 
 

The constructor without system assistance improves not only in ticks but also 

in standards deviation, compared to its counterpart at optimization level 0. 

 



 
The system-assisted copy constructor, shown above, benefits from the use of 

optimization level 1, compared to its counterpart at optimization level 0, 

not only in mean, but also in standard deviation. 

 

 

 



 
The equivalent code, without the system assistance, for copy construction, at 

optimization level 1, has improved in mean and standard deviation compared to 

optimization level 0; it continues to be significantly fewer ticks than the 

system-assisted version at optimization level 1. 

 



 
 

Compared to optimization level 0, the destructor takes fewer ticks at 

optimization level 1, but its standard deviation is bigger. 

 

 

 

What was the level of optimization: 2 

RDTSC Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 40.993689 

STD: 4.742060 

STD Range 36.251629 - 45.735750 

 

Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 41.008701 

STD: 4.734819 

STD Range 36.273882 - 45.743520 

 

Constructor Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 436.885054 

STD: 9.676317 

STD Range 427.208737 - 446.561371 

 

Copy Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 41.086500 

STD: 5.536197 

STD Range 35.550303 - 46.622697 

 

Copy Constructor Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 713.632880 



STD: 18.144251 

STD Range 695.488628 - 731.777131 

 

Destructor Data at Opt Level 2 

Mean: 48.101822 

STD: 6.669826 

STD Range 41.431996 - 54.771648 

 

 

 
 

At optimization level 2, the mean number of ticks and the standard deviation 

have increased compared to level 1, but not all the way back to that at level 

0. 

 



 
 

At optimization level 2, the constructor performs similarly to at 

optimization level 1. 

 



 
 

At optimization level 2, the constructor equivalent’s mean ticks used in 

execution has increased, though the standard deviation has remained the same. 

 



 
 

At optimization level 2, the system-assisted copy constructor has also not 

been well served, compared to optimization level 1. 

 



 
 

Optimization level 2 has also performed less well than optimization level 1, 

for the copy constructor equivalent. 

 



 
 

At optimization level 2, the destructor has also performed less well than at 

optimization level 1. 

 

 

 

What was the level of optimization: 3 

RDTSC Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 52.011720 

STD: 0.910745 

STD Range 51.100975 - 52.922465 

 

Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 36.000900 

STD: 5.476924 

STD Range 30.523976 - 41.477824 

 

Constructor Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 422.117112 

STD: 6.696712 

STD Range 415.420399 - 428.813824 

 

Copy Constructor Equivalent Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 35.999600 

STD: 5.480840 

STD Range 30.518760 - 41.480440 

 

Copy Constructor Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 694.453836 



STD: 11.022731 

STD Range 683.431105 - 705.476567 

 

Destructor Data at Opt Level 3 

Mean: 40.973400 

STD: 4.736891 

STD Range 36.236509 - 45.710291 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

At optimization level 3, the ticks consumed by the measurement code were more 

numerous but of smaller standard deviation. The smaller standard deviation is 

more significant here, as the mean number of ticks due to the measurement 

system can be subtracted from the other measurements. The smaller standard 

deviation means the measurement process itself introduces less uncertainty 

into the data being measured. 

 



 
 

At optimization level 3, the system-assisted constructor takes fewer ticks on 

average, and has a reduced standard deviation, compared with optimization 

level 2. Compared with optimization level 1, it is both faster and more 

repeatable. Compared with optimization level 0, it is faster but more 

variable. 

 



 
At optimization level 3, the constructor equivalent uses fewer ticks, but 

with more variability than at level 2, and has similar performance in both 

respects, to that of level 1. 

 



 

 
At optimization level 3, the system-assisted copy constructor has better performance in both respects 
than at optimization level 2, and is a little faster but much more variable than at level 1. It is faster and 
less variable than at level 0. 
 



 
 
At optimization level 3, the copy constructor equivalent is faster than, and has similar variability to its 
counterpart at optimization level 2. It is faster and more variable than its counterpart at optimization 
level 1.  It is faster and more variable than its counterpart at optimization level 0. 
 



 
 
At optimization level 3, the destructor is faster and less variable than its counterpart at level 2, likewise 
compared to its counterpart at level 1, and faster but more variable than its counterpart at level 0. 
 

 
 
The number of ticks of the several functions, vs. optimization level is summarized in the graph above. 
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Timing Predictions 

 
Timing (actually clock tick count) predictions were made for the code we had. This does not include the 
far call, because that is system-supplied, and we did not succeed in finding that code. 
 
There are several sources for clock ticks assessed against instruction execution. One source is the 
manufacturer’s documentation. Another source is the experiments of others, who have constructed 
code (i.e., repetitions of single instructions) and measured its performance, and made their results 
available on the web. 
 
The manufacturer’s data is given in *27+; this source is recommended by the manufacturer in, perhaps 
among other places, on the manufacturer’s web site in a user question and answer blog. 
 
Use of the manufacturer’s documentation was complicated by: 

1) There appear to be instructions used by the compiler that are not found in the documentation. 
Similar sounding instructions were used for number of clock ticks in this case. 

2) Intel makes use of an idea they call throughput, which is also measured in clock ticks. This 
number of ticks refers to the number of ticks an instruction might be assigned during an exercise 
in amortization over a stream of instructions, because it is less than the number of clock ticks for 
an instruction by itself, and it estimates the number of clock ticks for one instruction when 
surrounded by differing instructions, which have the potential to be using, in parallel, different 
resources of the processor. Out of order execution is also permitted to reduce the latency 
estimate, resulting in the lower “throughput” number of ticks. Naturally this lower number does 
not apply when each instruction in a chain of instructions is dependent one upon the next, i.e., 
the chain requires in-order, i.e., serial, execution. 

3) The manufacturer, understandably, quotes ticks for the instructions with register operands, and 
when it comes to (cache) memory access, the memory addressing mode must be considered, as 
it contributes to the number of clock ticks. 

4) Page 2-27 of [27] describes the latency for instructions whose data fetches make use of the L2 
cache. These take 10 ticks. The L1 cache takes 4 ticks for data, and none for instructions. The L1 
data cache is 32Kbytes in size. The timing predictions will assume that all of our data fit into the 
L1 data cache. 

 
 
Examples of Intel compiler intrinsics include: 
_mm_prefetch, _mm_stream and _mm_load, _mm_sfence. (page 7-2)[27]. Maybe this will be 

reflected in the different code for the different optimization levels. 
  



from Intel 

Opt Ref 

Manual, 

06_1AH, 

register 

from Intel 

Opt Ref 

Manual, 

06_1AH, L1 

cache 

version 

supposed 

to have 

been used Command  

 

constructor_equiv_test 

/** START TEST CODE **/ 

                testFloat1 = 1.23456 + i; 

14 18 18 cvtsi2sd   400e5a:       f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff    cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

   400e61:       ff  

1 5 5 movsd 

  400e62:       f2 0f 10 05 ce 10 00    movsd  0x10ce(%rip),%xmm0        

# 401f38 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x188> 

   400e69:       00  

5 9 13 addsd   400e6a:       f2 0f 58 c1             addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

17 21 25 cvtsd2ss   400e6e:       f2 0f 5a c0             cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

4 8 8 movss   400e72:       f3 0f 11 85 d8 f7 ff    movss  %xmm0,-0x828(%rbp) 

 

  400e79:       ff  

                testFloat2 = 2.34567 + i; 

14 18 18 cvtsi2sd   400e7a:       f2 0f 2a 8d dc f7 ff    cvtsi2sd -0x824(%rbp),%xmm1 

   400e81:       ff  

1 5 5 movsd 

  400e82:       f2 0f 10 05 b6 10 00    movsd  0x10b6(%rip),%xmm0        

# 401f40 <_ZTI9TestClass+0x190> 

   400e89:       00  



5 9 13 addsd   400e8a:       f2 0f 58 c1             addsd  %xmm1,%xmm0 

17 21  cvtsd2ss   400e8e:       f2 0f 5a c0             cvtsd2ss %xmm0,%xmm0 

4 8 8 movss   400e92:       f3 0f 11 85 d4 f7 ff    movss  %xmm0,-0x82c(%rbp) 

 

  400e99:       ff  

                testInt1 = 8; 

1 5 5 movl   400e9a:       c7 85 d0 f7 ff ff 08    movl   $0x8,-0x830(%rbp) 

 

  400ea1:       00 0000 

                testInt2 = 9; 

1 5  movl   400ea4:       c7 85 cc f7 ff ff 09    movl   $0x9,-0x834(%rbp) 

 

  400eab:       00 0000 

                testString1[0] = 'a'; 

1 5 1 movb   400eae:       c6 85 e0 fb ff ff 61    movb   $0x61,-0x420(%rbp) 

                 testString1[1] = 0; 

1 5 1 movb   400eb5:       c6 85 e1 fb ff ff 00    movb   $0x0,-0x41f(%rbp) 

                 testString2[0] = 'b'; 

1 5 1 movb   400ebc:       c6 85 e0 f7 ff ff 62    movb   $0x62,-0x820(%rbp) 

                 testString2[1] = 0; 

1 5 1 movb   400ec3:       c6 85 e1 f7 ff ff 00    movb   $0x0,-0x81f(%rbp) 

                 /** END TEST CODE **/ 

  122   

This example shows an overestimate of clock ticks based upon adding up the 

execution times of the instructions. 



 

Analysis of Results 

 
It is possible to partition the analysis into two parts: explanations of why the code might have taken 
longer than we thought, and explanations of why the code might have taken less time than we thought. 
Because both sorts of machine behavior might be occurring at the same time, partially compensating 
one another, we include both kinds of analysis, even though the comparison between anticipated clock 
cycles and actual clock cycles  tells us we estimated more time than we measured. 
 
Analysis directed at explaining why the computer spent less time than we predicted 
 
 
We anticipate that the method of adding up assembly language latencies will overestimate the time 
taken by the code. There are several architectural techniques employed in processor design, whose 
purpose is to speed the execution of the assembly language instructions. These techniques include the 
use of pipelining, super-scalar architecture, and out of order execution, including speculative execution.  
 



 
A description of architecture upon which the code was executed appears above. 
 
While a Core Duo architecture was used, compiler directives ensured that all code was executed on a 
single core; no threading was used. Initial understanding of this core is that there is no superscalar 
architecture in use. The Intel manual [27], however, indicates that multiple instructions, considered by 
the compiler to be in a sequence, can be executed at least partially in parallel, (not necessarily in order). 



This processor behavior results in reduced execution time. Intel provides clock ticks, called throughput, 
for use in estimating code execution time when this overlapping of execution of instructions is 
permitted by the micro-architecture of the instruction decoding and execution circuits, and also 
permitted by the sequence of instructions supplied by the compiler. 
 
All code fit into the L2 cache; indeed it fits within the L1 cache. In the estimation of execution time, 
notice was taken of the utilization by the compiler of registers.  As the estimated clock ticks were 120 
and the measured were 50, it appears that the resources of the micro-architecture are very effective. 
In an article,  http://www.behardware.com/articles/733-2/report-intel-nehalem-architecture.html, on a 
different processor, Nehalem, we find that  
 
“In a non-out-of-order execution engine that cannot re-order instructions (as is the case with the Atom), 
speed is directly related to the dependence of successive instructions on each other. In this way, 
Simultaneous Multi-Threading enables practically double performance.” While we are not making explicit 
use of simultaneous multi-threading, we might be getting the advantage of parallel use of the micro-
architecture. From this article, it would appear that we might be able to justify a factor of two in this way, 
but we have 120/50, a factor of 2.4. 

 
 
Thoughts on the system code we did not have available 
 
The most significant feature differing between the two code versions is the far call. This call necessitates 
formation of a stack frame to provide the parameters to the call, and the decommissioning of that stack 
frame upon return.  
 
If it is true that everything fits into the L2 cache, then we should be able to detect (by varying the 
number of iterations over which one far call is amortized) the cost of the first retrieval of the 
instructions from “far place” into cache. That is, the stack frame part can be expected to occur for each 
call, but the instruction fetch only occurs on the first call. 
 
Pipelining allows the fetch of the instruction from cache to be “hidden”, that is, that fetch executes in 
parallel with instruction decoding and execution of instructions fetched earlier.  A cache miss at the L1 
cache causes a look at the L2 cache, a cache miss at the L2 cache causes a look farther out. Thus, 
depending upon where the instruction is found, its fetch time is different. 
 
We can predict cache hits and cache misses (if any) using the L1 cache size (that of the L1 cache, as 
everything fits in L2). We can estimate the cost of a cache miss at L1, if we adjust the number of 
instructions in a loop to be just larger and just smaller than the L1 cache size. We can also anticipate that 
the cost of a cache miss at the L1 cache will be 10 ticks, because of the L2 timing given in [27]. 
 
Analysis directed at explaining why the computer spent more time than we predicted 
 
 
One source of inefficiency in processing is mis-prediction of control flow. If instructions are pre-fetched 
in error, any cost associated with the pre-fetching  
 
 
According to Calder and Grunwald [see references below] 



Modern architectures using deep instruction pipelines and speculative execution rely on 
predictable control flow changes, and indirect function calls cause unpredictable changes in 
program control flow. For example, the DEC Alpha AXP 21064 processor, one of the first widely-
available deeply pipelined superscalar microprocessors, stalls for 10 instructions if the processor 
mis-predicts the flow of control. This increases if the mis-predicted target is not in the 
instruction cache and must be fetched. As systems increasingly rely on speculative execution, 
the importance of control flow predictions will increase. 

 
 
This brings up the question of the depth of the pipeline in CoreDuo, the target processor used on this 
project.  According to [29], the Core Duo differs radically from its predecessor NetBurst, which had deep 
pipelines, having a 14-stage pipeline. Keeping the NetBurst pipeline full, and avoiding having to flush 
that pipeline, had been a challenge, especially in applications with lots of branches.   
 
For the first time that the “far” code is called, there might be use of the translation look-aside buffer. 
 
 

 
Thoughts on Future Work 

 
Additional performance testing, varying the number of executions, to try to understand what 
amortization might be occurring over many iterations of the loops. 
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